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2motivation

failure and fracture

how do we model discontinuous failure patterns?

3motivation

smeared failure

discrete failure

• plastic material

• damage material

• interface elements
• crack elements
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4fracture mechanics

stress concentrations at crack tip

elastic solution:
infinite stresses
@crack tip



5damage mechanics

single edge notched and surface cut specimen

softening - descending stress-strain curve

introduction of strain softening: “damage”
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6damage mechanics

single edge notched specimen

smeared failure zone

7damage mechanics

surface cut specimen

smeared failure zone

8damage mechanics

tensile test



9damage mechanics

tensile test

10damage mechanics

mesh dependency

softening solutions
are

mesh dependent

finite elements
fail to resolve
discrete failure

11multiscale modeling

san francisco landslide

NBC, Feb 27, 2007. A landslide overnight in San Francisco damaged

an apartment building and left other structures in precarious

situations. A wide swath of hillside came thundering down on a

strip club and several apartment buildings in the city’s North

Beach district Tuesday. At least 120 residents were displaced and

several buildings declared off-limits as engineers tried to

figure out how to stabilize the cliff to prevent further damage.

12multiscale modeling

slope stability problem



13multiscale modeling

slope stability problem

discretization of granular
microstructure to visualize

failure mechanism

14interface elements

1d and 2d interface elements

more macroscopic: lump failure between elements

failure zone has to be known a priori

15interface elements

thermal impact welded single lap tensile specimen

16interface elements

thermal impact welded single lap tensile specimen



17interface elements

simulation vs electronic speckle pattern interferometry

18crack elements

1d crack element

element nodes are doubled upon cracking

19crack elements

2d crack element

crack elements evolve dynamically upon crack propagation

20crack elements

non-symmetric tensile test

mesh independent solution



21crack elements

non-symmetric tensile test

22crack elements

three point bending test

mesh independent solution

23crack elements

three point bending test

24crack elements

nooru-mohamed test



25crack elements

L-shaped specimen

winkler [2001]

26crack elements

L-shaped specimen

27crack elements

L-shaped specimen

28

pull out test

crack elements
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pull out test

crack elements

 

 

30crack elements

peel tests

how about failure
@large deformations?

31crack elements

peel tests

the chewing gum model

32crack elements

symmetric peel test

mesh independent solution



33crack elements

symmetric peel test

34crack elements

non-symmetric peel test

mesh independent solution

35crack elements

non-symmetric peel test

36crack elements

brittle fracture during folding of rocks



37crack elements

brittle fracture during folding of rocks

38crack elements

brittle fracture during folding of rocks

39crack elements

brittle fracture during folding of rocks

40me309 - failure and fraction

finite element modeling of failure and fracture

super-special thanx to    philippe jäger


